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The Hazardous Effects of Ship Scrapping and Recycling on 
Workers’ Rights and the Environment. 
Chapter 1:  
 Introduction 
 
 When we sail away on a cruise ship or when we execute a simple task such as  
pouring gas in our cars, we seldom ponder that there is a massive industry behind both  
activities. All types of vessels including cruise ships, bulk carriers, merchant ships,  
destroyers, as well as oil tankers, have a lifespan. There are plenty of reasons why a  
vessel would reach a scrapping yard. It could be the rising costs of maintenance, or  
simply the vessel proved to be no longer sea worthy, and instead of letting it rust dry  
docked wasting thousands of dollars a year in maintenance and fees, the owner prefers to  
make a profit. That is when the developing world, hungry for steel, comes into the  
picture. Stripping these out of service vessels is referred to as “shipbreaking.” 
 Even though there are ship-breaking yards in other countries such as China,  
Pakistan, and Turkey, Bangladesh and India are the two leading ship-breaking nations,  
where more than half of all decommissioned ships will end their sea lives. 
A ship-breaker is a person that owns a plot or several spots on a beach, where the  
scrapping of ships takes place. In a perfect world, this statement sounds brilliant. The  
recycling of materials that we no longer need, is one of the answers to the battle against  
global warming. However the idea is sadly more utopian than the execution. Behind  
the shipbreakers, are thousands of men, who work an arduous job, seeking to fulfill their  
basic necessities and those of their families by risking their lives for a few dollars a  
month. 
 The men, and more common than not, the children working at the ship-breaking  
yards are not equipped with hard hats, boots, gloves, or any sort of protection.
1
 Deadly  
                                                        
1 Fidh “Childbreaking Yards: Child Labour in the Ship Recycling Industry in Bangladesh.” 
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accidents are rampant and since corruption is prevalent, the families of the victims are  
rarely compensated. In fact, no ship-breaker owner has ever been convicted of a crime. 
2
  
When a settlement is reached, it is for far less than what would be considered fair. 
 It is important that we pay attention to the grim conditions in a scrapping yard,  
because it should be our responsibility to make sure that the place where our waste comes  
to a rest, is in favorable conditions and the people working there, start taking precautions  
when disposing and handling toxic and dangerous scrap. If the conditions at the yard  
improve, the people are paid decent salaries and are provided with the tools and safety  
equipment needed to perform the job with significantly less possibility of getting injured,  
then Western countries can still sell end of life ships to these yards. Otherwise the  
international community should work to prevent countries from sending ships to “death  
yards”. Moreover, pollution and contamination of the oceans and beaches, indirectly  
affect the rest of the world. The nearby villagers being the first to be exposed.  
For my hypothesis, I argue that shipbreaking is extremely dangerous for the  
workers and pollutes the environment in many serious ways. I also argue that where there  
are laws, there is very little compliance and Western states are shirking their  
responsibilities. 
 In the following chapters, my research will explain in depth everything related to  
the recycling of ships. In Chapter 2, my sources will be reviewed. I will be using an  
extensive number of articles from both points of view, defending the shipbreakers and  
those defending the laborers. A substantial number of books regarding the re-use options  
for ships, books on different types of vessels, and books on the building of ships will also  
be used. Crucial information has also been gathered from the official websites of the  
pertinent organizations.  
 In Chapter 3, my research will focus on the history of shipbreaking, its risks,  
flaws, and benefits, what shipbreaking has become today, and how it resembles or  
                                                        
2 Heidegger, Patrizia. NGO Shipbreaking Platform. 
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contrasts with its beginnings.  
The knowledge of scrapped ships dates back to the 19
th
 century when ships were  
made of wood and the small number that survived long enough without sinking, were  
eventually docked and put into a different use. These uses will also be discussed. The  
uses vary depending on the country or the purpose of the ship, depending on if it was a  
merchant vessel or a warship. The way a ship is disposed of also fluctuates depending on  
its former use. For instance, a ship used for naval purposes will contain different  
materials and should be disposed of in a different matter than a fishing vessel.
3
 
Shipbreaking sustained a particular growth in 2008. Throughout history, the  
industry has seen prosperity after wars and during recessions, but during wartime because  
more ships are put into commission, the industry has suffered. The 20
th
 century witnessed  
these changes in all of its grandeur. I will also review the manufacture and assembly of  
ships, relating and contrasting the process to build a ship to that of destroying it. 
In Chapter 4, my research will focus on the environmental (focusing on potential  
damage to plants, animals, and the workers) and human rights (focusing on dangers to  
workers and on their right to a safe workplace) issues. Which are the costs to the  
environment? What is the predicament of the workers? Why are they in danger?  
Shipbreaking poses great environmental damage and those toxic materials that damage  
the environment pose greater risks to the humans who are exposed to them so closely.  
The toxic materials will be discussed to a greater extent and the consequences of  
constantly being exposed to them. 
 In Chapter 5, the main organizations, conventions, laws, and treaties concerning  
shipbreaking will be discussed. The focus will be The International Labor Organization,  
The Basel Convention, The International Maritime Organization, and the Hong Kong  
Convention. It is important to analyze the various loopholes that countries have taken  
advantage of in order to not comply with these conventions. I will demonstrate how  
                                                        
3 Hess, Hynes, Peters, Rushworth, “Disposal Options for Ships.” 
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Western countries, have used “flags of convenience” in order to be able to sell their ships  
to South Asia.
4
 I will also specify the laws that both countries in question have regarding  
shipbreaking. 
 Chapter 6 will be my first case study: Bangladesh. Bangladesh has one of the  
most flourishing ship-breaking industries in the world. Interestingly enough, the least  
compliant and least regulated one. The country exceeds in factories and boasts some of  
the lowest wages of the world. This is one of the main reasons why Bangladesh is chosen  
as a particularly convenient candidate when shipbreakers looking for profit buy a plot.  
Another advantage that Bangladesh has, is high tides. High tides are favorable when  
employing the “beaching” method, which will be discussed in the chapter. My research  
will focus on the city of Chittagong, located in the southeast. 
Working in a Chittagong yard is dangerous. There are thousands of workers and  
there is a lack of health facilities, meaning that it would take hours for a patient to reach a  
hospital, which results in more deaths and disabilities that could have been avoided. 
 Chapter 7 is my second case study: India, specifically Alang in the state of  
Gujarat. India borders Bangladesh and bears the same advantages of high tides and low  
wages. However, India’s ship-breaking industry has started to become more regulated  
and there has been improvement in the workers’ living conditions. Nevertheless, there is  
a long journey to overcome and the quality of life is still similar to that of Chittagong. A  
huge difference between the two, is that I could not find any information on children  
working at Alang, while there is sufficient evidence that there is child labor at  
Chittagong. 
 Since 1983, hundreds of workers have died at Alang. Fortunately, the workers  
have two health facilities near: a hospital and a facility run by the Red Cross.
5
 
 Chapter 8 is the Conclusion. With this study I am expecting to educate the public  
                                                        
4 Green4Sea, “The NGO Shipbreaking Platform issues new global dumpers list.” 
5 Menon, Meena “Grim fate for workers in Alang ship-breaking yard.” 
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on proper disposal of waste, specifically ships. It is also my intention to propose options  
for Chittagong and Alang, and policy recommendations with a course of action that takes  
into consideration the bigger picture and considers the repercussions that imprudent ship  
breaking has to our planet and its people. Moreover and most importantly, this study will  
describe the living and working conditions of the laborers at Alang and Chittagong and  
























Literature Review: Adequacy and Weaknesses in Relation to my Argument 
 
Roland Buerke, a BBC reporter who was welcomed and hosted by one  
of the most successful ship-breaker owners in Bangladesh, Mohammed Mohsin, delivers  
a fantastic account of ship breaking in Chittagong. It is important to consider that the  
point of view of the book
6
, will be heavily influenced by him and do not necessarily  
express an objective description of workers in Chittagong. However, to reach less biased  
conclusions, I prefer to indulge in all angles of the situation. 
 Buerke follows the dismantling of an oil tanker, the Asian Tiger, from the  
moment it is beached, to the removal of the last scraps. He is astonished by the beaching  
method used and the precision by which it is employed. He also spends time with the  
workers, gets to know some of them, visits them to their humble huts, and share meals  
together. The meals that the workers are used to eating and that only cost several cents.  
He describes the area as if time has stood still, where practices employed in the past are  
still common in the present. He then visits Mohsin’s residence, which he shares with his  
entire extended family in accordance to tradition, and describes his affluent lifestyle with  
countless high end luxury accessories and utmost security with armed guards at the  
entrance. Their house is modestly decorated though, with not much furniture. 
 PHP, the company that Mohammed Mohsin helps run, was started by his father  
Mizanur Rahman. Today, they run it as a family business with all of his sons involved in  
any of the many branches. They also own rerolling mills where the steel scrapped from  
ships is converted to be reused. 
 Mohammed Mohsin paid 15 millon dollars for the Asian Tiger. He had never seen  
the ship before, all that mattered to him was the weight of the steel. The ship was first  
                                                        
6 Buerke, Roland (2006). “Breaking Ships: How Supertankers and Cargo Ships are Dismantled on the Beaches of 
Bangladesh.” Chamberlain Bros, Penguin Group. New York 
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cleaned of its last cargo of oil, and then handed over to the beaching captain, Enam  
Mohammed Chowdhury. Captain Enam beaches ships for a living and has been doing so  
for fourteen years. After he gains control of the ship, he proceeds to order the crew to  
shift the ballast to the stern so that she can come to a stop as deeper into the beach as  
possible. Beaching a ship must be precise so that it comes to a stop at the correct plot and  
not into a neighboring yard. Once a ship is beached, it will not be moved. A week after  
beaching, an inspector arrives and measures the air for gases. 
 Shipbreaking is a risky business. Sometimes their purchases bring profit, other  
times they bring losses. Mohsin and Rahman still defend their industry by explaining that  
Bangladesh needs the steel and that they provide work for thousands of people that  
would die of hunger otherwise.  
In the industry, cutters have the most dangerous job. They work inside the ship  
with blowtorches which can cause an explosion if a pocket of gas is left undiscovered.  
Before any work is started on the ship, a goat is sacrificed and it’s meat is first fed to the  
cutters, as they are the first to be exposed. The person that makes the first cut, is rewarded  
with a larger paycheck for his bravery.  
 The ship-breaking industry not only provides steel, it is a gigantic market of many  
other goods that are gathered from the ships. Almost everything is of value and is sold in  
the communities outside of the yards. Some of the most valuable materials that are  
recycled are furniture, polystyrene foam, tin, and fire extinguishers. Smaller items such as  
calendars, utensils, and phones also make their way to the outside world. 
 
 The next book is heavily related to shipbreaking because it discusses many of the  
hazardous materials that are also present in ships that are bound to be recycled.
7
 It also  
focuses on the Basel Convention and the struggles it had before being implemented  
                                                        
7 Clapp, Jennifer (2001). “Toxic Exports: The Transfer of Hazardous Wastes from Rich to Poor Countries.” Cornell 
University Press, Ithaca and London. 
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which will be discussed later in Chapter 5. 
 Thanks to the rising debt of poor countries, they had fallen victims of rich  
countries looking for a place to export their hazardous waste in exchange of currency.  
These hazardous wastes had become more difficult to detect, because of the shipper’s  
facility to send it with other cargo.  
 Toxic waste exports began in the 1970s, with 95% of the hazardous waste  
coming from industrialized countries. Two cases that helped shed light on the issue were  
the Love Canal in the United States, and Seveso in Italy. As a result, the costs of  
hazardous waste disposal grew significantly. In the United States, it used to cost 15$ per  
ton to dump in a landfill and this amount grew to 250$ in 1988. In less developed  
countries, the costs varied from 2.50$ to 40$ per metric ton. The reason these prices were  
so low compared to the United States, was that these countries lacked proper waste  
disposal regulations and facilities. The developing world, eager for liquidity and  
not aware of the dangers, accepted deals. 
 Even though only 10% of toxic wastes ended in the developing world, this is a  
highly significant amount when we consider that millions of tons are produced each year.  
The most common of these toxic exports are: polychlorinated biphenols (PCBs),  
asbestos, chlorine, dioxins, chromium, chlorinated solvents, banned pesticides,  
incinerator ash, lead-acid batteries, metal waste and scrap, plastic wastes (PVC), scrap  
tires, computers, electronics, cables, sewer sludge, and furnace dust. 
 There have been cases of unsuccessful attempts to dump waste that have resulted  
in leaks and spills. One important example that the author discusses, is the Khian Sea  
incident in 1986. The ship Khian Sea, left the United States with a toxic cargo of fly-ash  
in search of a place to dump it. The ship tried at the Bahamas and the rest of the  
Caribbean, finally being able to dump in Haiti under false labels. The government found  
out but it was too late. The damage had been done with 4,000 tons of ash sitting on the  
beach. When the ship left with the rest of its cargo, its contents disappeared somewhere  
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in Southeast Asia. It was not until 2000 that the beach in Haiti was cleaned and now that  
ash waits in a barge in Florida. 
 Another important incident that gathered much attention happened in Nigeria in  
1988. Sunday Nana, rented his property for 100$ a month to an Italian waste company.  
8,000 barrels of toxic chemicals arrived in the ship Karin B. The barrels, having been  
exposed to weather conditions, collapsed and contaminated the land. The farmer had been  
lied to about the contents of the barrels. Villagers later stole the barrels and started  
becoming sick after storing water in them. Similar incidents happened in Mexico, where  
toxic waste entered in trucks undetected by border guards.  
 Many African nations have been offered tempting deals to accept waste, but after  
pressure the deals have collapsed. 
 Regulations for waste trade began in the 1980s with the United Nations  
Environment Programme in 1982 and the Cairo Guidelines approved in 1987. In the late  
1980s when the Basel Convention was being created, it received strong opposition from  
firms dedicated to waste disposal who were powerful enough to be present. Meanwhile,  
poor countries were in favor. The author argues that the success of the waste trade is  
linked to weaknesses in the initial Basel Convention. 
 Environmental NGOs formed an alliance with a group of countries from the  
Global South that intended to ban the trade of waste resulting in great opposition from the  
leading waste exporting countries. With the rise of tighter regulations on waste exports,  
waste disposal firms shifted to destine their hazardous waste to recycling facilities. 
 
 My next source is a corrected version of a book originally published in 1924. The  
book is an illustrated history of ships. From some of the earliest known vessels such as  
the Egyptian galley, to the five-masted bark. The author provides interesting facts such as  
ship naming techniques (in France, feminine names were given to frigates, while male  
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names were given to larger ships) and detailed descriptions of each type of vessel.
 8
 
 The importance of this book is mainly its age. I believe we can learn so much  
from those who were here before us because they tell history from a perspective  
influenced by their environment.  
 The author briefly describes the history of ships. How water transportation is as  
ancient as mankind. How it started evolving from a wooden log, to then several logs, to  
then figuring out propulsion. Curiously, the author attributes the term “ship” exclusively  
to a vessel that has three or more masts upon which square sails are carried. 
 
 Another reference I have used is a book that comprehensively brings light to the  
history of shipbuilding in the United States. The author focuses on the Howard shipyards  
in Jeffersonville, Indiana. 
 Jim Howard created a business that lasted four generations.
9
 They started by  
building packets, and as the market evolved, they shifted towards specializing in  
towboats and barges. With the growing ease in transportation, materials such as white  
oak timber, could be brought in without hassle. Nevertheless, Jim Howard chose to build  
his yard in Clark County, Indiana near a vast supply of timber. In 1826, Howard built  
hulls only. There were other manufacturers in the area that specialized in engines or parts  
and the hulls could be transported to them. The Howard Yards officially began in 1834  
and survived until right before World War II. 
His first boat, a side-wheel steamer called the Hyperion, was commissioned by  
Captain Leonard and had great success. The arrival of the steamboat, improved river  
trade significantly. It could transport from New Orleans to Louisville in twenty-five days,  
                                                        
8 Culver, Henry B. (1992). “The Book of Old Ships: From Egyptian Galleys to Clipper Ships.” Dover Publications, 
Inc. New York. 




whereas in a keelboat, it took two to three months. 
James Howard was born in England in 1814. After settling in Cincinnati, and  
working for his father’s mill, he decided to pursue the boatbuilding trade. He began  
working as a water boy for a Cincinnati boat builder, William Gordon. He was  
responsible for measuring water for the workers. Later, by apprenticing to William  
Hartshorn, he mastered steamboat building. 
Following a depression era referred to as the Panic of 1837, there was a decline in  
steamboat construction until 1844. During this era, it only used to cost $15 to transport  
passengers from New Orleans to Pittsburg. This form of transport became unprofitable  
during those years, not only because of the depression, but because competition was steep  
and there were 557 steamboats in 1845. 
Steamboats were not the safest method of travel. Accidents, explosions, and fires  
were extremely common. Up to 1845, about 185 explosions had happened with 1,443  
people killed. This led to regulations in steamboats, eventually passing The Steamboat  
Inspection Act in 1852. 
 Using simple and rudimentary tools such as saws and hammers, steamboats were  
built in a similar fashion for fifty years. Even with their strong competition, in only three  
years, Jim and his brother Daniel were building 10% of the hulls in the West. In New  
Albany there were nine yards and in Cincinnati there were five: Gordon’s, Hartshorn’s,  
Huger’s, Leatherwood and Littleberry’s, and Week’s. Of the seventeen boats built in  
1850, the Howards built twelve. 
 The Howards employed thirty five workers by 1853, the equivalent of 10% of the  
Louisville Shipyard’s workforce. With no particular advantage other than deep water and  
the disadvantage of being atop the falls, their success is attributed mainly to the price of  
their vessels, which was low compared to other yards. Workers were paid about $1.44 per  
day and carpenters were paid more than the average carpenter in the United States. 
 Shipbuilding in the United States was not as advanced as in England. By 1777,  
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canal vessels built of iron were being built in Yorkshire and iron hulled steamers were  
being built in London by 1821. In the United States, a ship such as this was first built in  
1838. It was not until 1870, that iron hulls broadly replaced wood. The main issue with  
iron was that it was more expensive than wood but the maintenance was cheaper. On  
average, an iron hull would cost around $500 a year to maintain, whereas a wooden hull  
would cost around $5,000. An iron hull would also have the advantage of lasting longer. 
 In 1881, the first steel-hulled steamboat in the United States was built. Steel was  
starting to become a more popular material and in 1891, the Howards built their first, the  
Josie. The Josie had a steel-hull and twin-propellers. By that time, the Great Lakes  
shipyards had become more successful than those of the West. This trend was seen until  
after World War II. 
 
 Another interesting source I have is a book in which the authors gather  
information from a fleet of US Navy vessels that are decommissioned and waiting to be  
disposed of.
10
 These vessels cost thousands of dollars to be kept in facilities, and the  
authors explore economically feasible ways to dispose of them. One option is scrapping,  
but they conclude that towing a vessel to another continent, is probably more expensive  
than what the vessel costs. Another option is selling it to another state for their naval  
uses. In the end the most logical option that they find is sinking the vessel to build an  
artificial reef. They found that Florida is in need of them but even though the process of  
cleaning the ship of potentially harming substances is expensive, it is the best option for  
the future. 
 From 1970 to 1989, the United States domestically disposed of 1,449 ships. 351  
of them were sent overseas. During the 1980s, there was a decline in disposals since the  
Navy was building a fleet of 600 ships and the U.S. Maritime Administration (MARAD),  
                                                        
10 Hess, Ronald W., Hynes, Michael V., Peters, John E., Rushworth Denis (2001). “Disposal Options for Ships.” 
National Defense Research Institute, RAND. Santa Monica, California. 
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actively keeps a reserve fleet for emergencies. 
 MARAD and the Navy have used recycling as their primary method of disposal.  
However, MARAD has had a reef building program since 1971, and has disposed of 41  
ships this way. The average cost to recycle the entire fleet of 358 ships by reef building  
would be around $863 per ton a year. This cost would equal about $8.3 million. 
 As it is common practice at the end of a war, in the 1990s, the Navy found itself  
with more ships than needed. Another reason why the Navy had so many ships to dispose  
of was the discovery of toxic PCBs, meaning that those ships could not be exported  
abroad as a result of the EPA regulations. 
 The book also compares ship recycling in the United States to ship recycling in  
India. In the United States, oxy-acetylene torches are used. In India they use liquefied  
natural gas or liquefied petroleum gas-oxygen torches, which are slower. In India all the  
lifting is done by hand, whereas in the United States it is done by cranes or fork lifts. 
 The authors refer to shipbreaking as ship recycling which is the common practice  
for ships not sunk (around 150 to 300 ships are lost each year and from 600 to 1,100  
ships are recycled each year). 
 The ships sent to recycling facilities are riddled with toxic materials. There are  
between 250kg to 800kg of PCBs in the paint of an average ship. There are also around  
4,000 kg to 5,000 kg of asbestos in the insulation. An alternative to the dangers of  
sending a ship to the scrapping yard is converting a ship to another use. The British and  
the Germans mostly take part in this activity that basically reverts an old vessel to a new  
one to be put into a different project. Many Royal Navy ships have been converted,  
others have been sold to Pakistan, Brazil, India, Chile, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Portugal,  
and The Philippines.  
 Another alternative that the authors discuss is towing. Towing the 358 Navy ships  
overseas is not a realistic option because of the dire conditions of the ships after having  
been in storage for so long. The authors examine the costs versus the proceeds and find  
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that it would be $3 per ton from the East Coast to Aliaga in Turkey for a proceed of $150  
per ton. West Coast ships, on the other hand would cost $290 for a proceed of $100 per  
ton. It would cost from $28 million to $170 million to tow the fleet overseas from the  
United States. 
 The option to build reefs is cautiously watched by environmental standards. Not  
many MARAD ships have been sunk to build reefs because there is not enough research  
on how to remove the toxic materials. One main concern is that the artificial reef, instead  
of being a environmental haven for local fish to thrive, it could bring fish from other  
areas. However, it is not a proven fact. The artificial reef option has an estimated cost of  
$495 million including the adequate cleaning methods 
 
 Then I decided to include an article that focuses on shipbreaking in Alang, India.  
It follows the work of captain Vivek A. Pandey, who specializes in beaching ships and is  
passionate about it.
11
 The author describes the activities happening at the beach and the  
different stages in which the ships are on. 
 Shipbreaking started in Alang with the purpose of recycling steel to satisfy the  
needs for it in South Asia. Steel was needed for the construction of concrete walls. 
 This article brilliantly discusses Greenpeace involvement in avoiding further  
contamination by being present and taking action whenever they have discovered  
atrocities taking place. 
 
 As part of my research, it is also important to learn about recent shipbuilding  
specifically in the West. In this next book, the author follows in detail the construction of  
a destroyer ship from the first steps of the process to the arrival and trials of the crew that  
will call her home. He also describes the dangers and difficulties of work at the yard, and  
                                                        
11 Langewiesche, William (August 2000). “The Shipbreakers.” The Atlantic Monthly, No.2; page 31-49. 
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gathers the opinions and anecdotes of workers in relation to accidents and safety. 
 The Arleigh Burke destroyer, the USS Donald Cook, was built in the Bath Iron  
Works Shipyard in Bath, Maine.
12
 The USS Donald Cook, or Hull 463 at the yard, took  
four years to build. Bath boasts an extensive shipbuilding tradition and the author  
portrays it by describing the everyday lives of the workers. The shipbuilding trade in  
Bath could be compared to a culture that has brought together people that are passionate  
about this tradition. 
 Bath has one of six active naval shipyards in America, a fragile position. Just  
fifteen years before the book was written, there used to be thirty. 
 
 It would be inconclusive to study recent shipbuilding and shipbreaking without  
learning about the history of ship recycling. The next book, written by Michael  
Stammers, is highly informative and successful in covering the history of shipbreaking.  
The author uses many examples from around the world to show ships that have been  
abandoned and what can be learned about the history of ships from them.  
 The knowledge of scrapping ships to recycle materials, dates back to the 19
th
  
century, when ships were still made of wood.
13
 Some buildings still stand today in  
England that were built from recycled wood from ships. There are other uses for ships  
other than scrapping. Many have been converted to homes or as roofs for structures. 
 The first ship to gather attention for its scrap was The Great Eastern in 1889. At  
thirty-one years old, and a very modern ship for its time, it was the largest ship ever built.  
The ship proved to be unprofitable for the many uses it was converted into, from steam  
liner to telegraph ship. It was finally sold to Henry Bath & Co. to be broken up. Because  
the laborers lacked the instruments we have available today, it took months to put apart  
                                                        
12 Sanders, Michael S. (1999). “The Yard: Building a Destroyer at the Bath Iron Works.” Harper Collins Publishers. 
New York. 
13 Stammers, Michael (2004). “End of Voyages: The Afterlife of a Ship.” Tempus Publishing, Gloucestershire. 
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all the meticulous work that had been done to build it. This was the beginning of a market  
for steel scrap. 
 In 1863 steel was discovered in France. The Martin brothers found how to  
combine scrap metal and pig iron to make a component that would eventually replace  
wood in shipbuilding. It proved to be a suitable material to build ships because of its  
reliability and strength. 
 In 1904, when the Royal Navy decided to update their fleet and dispose of their  
old vessels, a large number of ships became available for scrap. This was a time when  
companies were competing for the largest ships and there was great demand for giant  
ocean liners. Those companies were also getting rid of their older, smaller vessels.  
 In the 1930s, ocean liners became less popular with the nearing availability of air  
travel. This meant that shipbreaking grew and those famous liners that had survived were  
broken up. However, with the outbreak of World War II, most large vessels available  
were needed and commissioned. That is how the luxurious Queen Mary went from ocean  
liner to warship and the ship-breaking industry suffered.  
 In the 1960s shipbreaking started to shift from England to India where it still 
stands thriving today. 
 
 Finally, I also researched shipbuilding during World War II. A book that delivers  
a photographic account of the shipbuilding yards around San Francisco that witnessed  
great success in preparation for the war. The book was written by the grandson of a  
welder that worked at Permanente Metals, Nicholas Veronico. 
 During World War II, between the United States Maritime Commission and the  
U.S. Navy, $31 billion were spent in building ships, and $8.7 billion of which were spent  
in building ships in the West Coast.
14
 The most important shipbuilding region then, was  
                                                        
14 Veronico, Nicholas A. (2007). “World War II Shipyards by the Bay.” Arcadia Publishing. Charleston, South 
Carolina. 
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the San Francisco Bay area with fourteen yards. Some of these yards specialized in  
Liberty and Victory ships, others built cruisers, submarines, destroyers, freighters, and  
escort carriers. The Richmond yards built a total of 747 ships. 
 Ships were being built for the United States and also for its allies, the British. At  
this point in time, the British method of building warships was considered inferior and  
slower. With the yards already busy with building American ships, Permanente Metals  
built another yard just for the British. The first ship built for them was the Ocean  
Vanguard in 1941. It was destroyed by a torpedo in 1942. 
                                        
A woman working at Richmond in 1943. 
Photograph by: E.F. Joseph 
One of the most interesting facts I learned from this book, was that there were  
women of all races working side by side men in the yards. In 1941, Franklin D. Roosevelt  
signed the Fair Employment Act prohibiting racial discrimination in the defense industry.  
By 1943, 14% of the Richmond yard workers were women. They worked as electricians  
and welders and they used safety uniforms to prevent accidents. The yard’s minimum  
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wage was $1.12. 
 The yards in the West received much media attention after breaking records in  
construction time. Kaiser’s Oregon Shipbuilding Company built a Liberty ship in ten  
days. The Richmond yards, accepting friendly rivalry, built the Liberty ship SS Robert E.  
Peary in seven days. It is a record that has not been surpassed today. To increase war  
bond sales, ship launches brought in famous and influential people in order to bring more  
attention to the launching event. 
 As it is common, with the end of the war, thousands of workers at the yards lost  
their jobs and many of the yards subsequently closed. Those who found new jobs in the  
area, used their experience to convert military ships. 
 
 My argument is that shipbreaking activities in Chittagong and in Alang,  
significantly contribute to environmental pollution. Furthermore, workers’ rights are  
unacknowledged and ignored even though there are international laws and regulations  
that exist to protect them. Men and children at the yards are constantly exposed to  
hazardous substances and dangerous situations. The literature that I researched, often  
ignores solutions to these issues. The purpose of my work is to find those solutions and  












The History of Shipbreaking 
 
 To be able to more efficiently discuss shipbreaking today, it is mandatory to see  
how ship scrapping arose and what were the practices put into use earlier. It is crucial to  
see the trajectory of the practice in order to better predict where it is going and to  
understand where it stands today. 
 If we put into perspective ancient sea transportation, recycling the materials in an  
end of life ship is a relatively recent practice. Before the earliest recorded ship scrapping  
cases, the vast majority of ships were lost at sea or were destroyed by fires or accidents.  
The loss of a ship was an inevitable fate and the idea of recycling a ship was not viable. 
 With the adoption of more rigid safety methods, more vessels have been able to  
survive long enough to cease being seaworthy. During the 1800s, changes in sea  
transportation started taking place. In that century alone, vessels went from being built  
out of wood, to then being built of wood and iron, to then being built of steel. Steel is the  
same material used today. 
 With the invention of steel, the other materials became obsolete since steel lasted  
much longer and was less expensive to maintain. The maintenance costs of a wooden  
vessel were extensive. 
 These changes brought with them a great growth in the industry of shipbuilding  
and rivalry peaked between firms and countries in order to produce the best and fastest  
vessels. 
 The Great Eastern was the first recorded case of shipbreaking.
15
 This was a  
ship that had a short but busy career. She was put into many different uses, eventually  
becoming no longer profitable and bankrupting many of her different owners.  
The second half of the 19
th
 century was a time when ocean liners peaked, and  
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were becoming widely popular. The Great Eastern was built for this purpose. The  
ship broke records in size, becoming the largest ship ever built at the time and the first to  
have a double hull. This record in size was not broken until 1899 with the RMS Oceanic. 
 The Great Eastern, first named Leviathan, was built in 1854 and soon her issues  
started to develop. It was not launched until 1858, due to economic problems. The ship  
was supposed to cater to passengers traveling from England to Ceylon, however more  
economic problems arose and she was sold to a new company.
16
 This company tried to  
employ her for the transatlantic route between England and New York. During her  
maiden voyage a boiler exploded and after finally reaching New York she was again sold  
to a company that kept her on the East Coast. Her next endeavor would be to transport  
troops to Canada during the American Civil War. It would not be long before her severe  
bad luck struck again. In 1861, she was damaged in a storm and in 1862 she had crashed  
against a rock. After two more voyages, she was sold yet again and had a successful  
career as a telegraph cable ship. She was scrapped during 1888 and 1889. 
 Henry Bath & Co purchased The Great Eastern in 1887. The Baths were  
Quakers and great social justice advocates who rejected slavery. They were a prominent  
and well established copper mining and metal smelting business. Spawning three  
generations, they had created their name by being one of the most successful cooper  
mining enterprises, gaining the position of the most important employer of the town of  
Swansea.
17
 They transported the ore from Chile to be smelted in England. Even though  
copper smelting created great pollution in Swansea causing great damage to health due to  
arsenic, the town needed the industry to survive. From the 1840s to the 1870s, Henry  
Bath & Co were avidly building ships in order to support their copper business.  
 The Great Eastern marked the beginning of an era. Amidst the negative reaction  
of groups of society, who considered this yet another loss for the disaster-riddled vessel,  
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the Baths started on an endeavor that was ahead of their times, recycling parts of ships for  
other uses. 
 
Allan C. Green. State Library of Victoria. 
 
 Breaking the ship apart was proving to be a more difficult task than first thought,  
so the company invented the wrecking ball in order to ease the process of taking apart  
rivets and planks. The wrecking ball was an innovation not popularized until the 1950s,  
and widely used today. 
 It took two years and two hundred men to scrap The Great Eastern. Parts and  
furniture were sold at auction and many items that were once part of the vessel can still  
be found today. For example, one of the masts is used to fly the Liverpool flag at a  
stadium. 
 During the late 19
th
 century, other shipbreakers started creating their businesses  
in England. Many of these were also experienced metal merchants that already had  
 24 
established connections with steel producers. Thomas Ward was one of them. The largest  
scrap dealer in the industry, he had built his experience as a coal merchant, and quickly  
entered the scrap metal industry, which was in great demand during the 1870s.
18
 He was  
a visionary who seized the opportunity to enter a market when he saw that there was an  
increase in liners being built and liners becoming obsolete. He was so invested in this  
business, that in 1904 he sold £350,000 in shares in order to grow.
 19
 
 While the ship-breaking trade was still developing, the next two important ships  
that were scrapped brought with them an array of issues. The HMS Collingwood took too  
long to scrap because it was too heavy and difficult to bring to the scrap location and the  
Barfleur got stuck near a bridge. 
 During the 1930s, changes in the industry took place that brought greater attention  
to the trade. A huge available workforce, unemployed due to the recession, were looking  
to work in anything. Also there were improvements in the tools used in scrapping. During  
the 1910s, oxyacetylene torches were invented, and this eased the process of cutting the  
steel. However, it made shipbreaking more dangerous because of the risk of fires. In the  
1930s, the luxury liner Mauretania was scrapped and this also brought plenty of attention  
from the public. Other notable shipbreakers such as Arnott, Young & Co., had two  
successful yards where famous ships such as the SS Minnekahda were broken up.
20
 
During wartime, shipbreaking operations have always declined. There were cases  
of ships that had been sold to scrappers such as the Tainui, that had to be re- 
commissioned because there was a dearth in ships, especially during World War I and  
World War II where so many ships were sunk.  
England held the main position in the scrap metal business until the 1960s. At this  
point, the industry was proving to be too costly and less profitable, and was moved to  
South Asia. Smaller vessels are still scrapped in England today, those that would be too  
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expensive to tow further. 
 In some cases, older ships that do not reach the scrap yard, have been docked and  
converted into tourist attractions, restaurants, hotels, and artificial reefs. Two examples  
are the Queen Mary, and the Russian submarine B-427. After her ocean liner career, the  
Queen Mary served in World War II and now is a hotel. The Russian submarine is a  
museum permanently docked right next to her. 
 
 
  The Queen Mary and the B-427.                                                                                                                                             






Environmental and Health Hazards of Shipbreaking 
 
 In recent years, shipbreaking has been more commonly referred to as ship  
recycling. The term “ship recycling” not only sounds more modern, but fits in  
accordance with the go-green movement that the West has been encouraging in regards to  
climate change.  
In theory, it is a great advantage to be able to re-use the materials and parts in  
these humongous creations that in relation to their size, have such short lives. Vessels at  
sea are constantly exposed to rough weather conditions and the wear and tear that this  
causes. Consequently, vessels do not last more than thirty years. So after around thirty  
years -sometimes even less- a ship could either no longer be sea-worthy, or could simply  
become obsolete when new technologies, techniques, and recent regulations in  
shipbuilding arise. 
Shipbuilding drastically changed in the 1990s when PCBs were discovered to be  
harmful and new regulations were established to limit them. Another significant  
regulation evolved after the Exxon Valdez disaster of 1989. The United States passed a  
law requiring all vessels navigating its waters to be built with double hulls to avoid oil  
spills that could easily happen after a wreckage or accident.
21
 Before this, ships were built  
with a single hull resulting in plenty of oil spills that have caused serious environmental  
damage with repercussions even today. The consequence of these changes was that the  
1990s witnessed a huge amount of obsolete vessels that countries were eager to dispose  
of.  
The ship-breaking industry was blooming and ship breaker owners were eager to  
get a hold of these vessels especially the American made ones, which were of better  
quality.
22
 When these vessels reach the scrap yard, they are riddled with toxic substances.  
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Many of them have just finished a cargo shipping career and contain residues of the  
material. Since the previous owner is looking to spend the least possible amount and  
make the greatest profit, the vessels are not thoroughly cleaned. This constantly results in  













A powerful picture taken in 2008 shows how long can oil spill damage last.                                 
Photographed by Dave Janka. 
 
It is not a coincidence that the Exxon Valdez was sold and taken to Alang, India to  
be scrapped.
23
 Half of the end of life vessels will end their sea lives there. After the oil  
spill, the Exxon Valdez was repaired and sold to a Chinese company that kept the vessel  
operating. However, it would not have been able to dock in Europe since Europe started  
banning single hulled vessels in 2003.
24
 In 2012, after much opposition from Greenpeace  
and officials in India, and spending time anchored off the coast, the new owners were  
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able to beach the problematic vessel.
25
 Nobody seemed to be able to forget the vessel’s  
past. 
The Exxon Valdez caused irreparable damage to the ecosystem. We have seen the  
consequences of oil spills in our country. The BP oil spill and the Exxon Valdez being the  
most notorious in the most negative way. How can marine life survive in these  
conditions? The Exxon Valdez oil spill permanently damaged the populations and habitats  
of species such as the herring, the killer whale, and the pigeon guillemots. Other species  
such as the bald eagle, cormorant, and river otter have recovered while others such as  
clams and barrow’s eye are still slowly recovering.26 
The reason why I chose to focus on oil spills in the West because it is crucial to  
discuss oil disasters that have happened in the past, especially those that have been  
carefully researched, in order to compare and to see what is in the future for Chittagong  
and Alang. In Chittagong, species such as zooplankton and phytoplankton are highly  
affected by oil spills and the fish populations, which are already small due to overfishing,  
have also been decimated.
27
 Chittagong currently has no facilities to treat oil waste and is  
a busy port that receives around 1,700 ships annually.  
 As horrible and destructive as oil spills are, oil is not the only problem that  
shipbreaking brings and that workers face when a vessel arrives at the yard. If the vessel  
has not been efficiently cleaned, it could have compressed gases which can cause deadly  
explosions. The yard workers are constantly exposed to the hazardous materials that are  
found in parts of the ships. When these toxic materials reach water sources or outside  
markets, the people that live in these communities are also harmed. 
 The most common materials that pose health hazards and risks are PCBs and  
asbestos. The workers are constantly exposed to them. These are cancerous substances  
and also cause respiratory problems. The health issues related to handling parts of the  
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ship are not the last of the workers’ problems. Their job is a risky one already, with the  
constant danger of handling heavy equipment and carrying steel planks with absolutely  
no protection. Many of them are bare-footed and none of them wear hard hats or gloves. 
 According to the International Labor Organization, the most frequent causes of  
accidents in the ship-breaking industry are: fire, explosions, falling objects, trapping,  
compression, snapping of cables, heavy objects, access in progressively dismantled  
vessels, electricity, poor illumination, falls, moving objects, wet surfaces, sharp objects,  
oxygen deficiency, lack of safety signs, shackles, hooks, chains, cranes, and winches.
28
  
These perils are worsened by the most common hazardous wastes that can also be found  
in ships such as asbestos, heavy metals, batteries, compressed gas, welding fumes, PCBs  
and PVCs. 
 Workers at yards are also exposed to biological hazards. The contaminated water  
contains toxic marine organisms, and being in a humid environment exposes them to  
dengue and malaria. Furthermore, a ship can still contain rats and pests that can carry  
diseases. 
 In Bangladesh, a study found that shipbreaking is one of the main reasons why  
the most important river in Chittagong, the Karnafully, is contaminated.
29
 From 1975 to  
1976, twenty-three species were found in the river. From 1987 to 1988, only seven  
remained. The ship-breaking industry is to blame for heavy oils, oil debris, ballast, and  
contaminating the water sources. 
 Exposure to asbestos causes a type of cancer called mesothelioma and can also  
cause asbestosis. In 2006, 16% of workers in India were diagnosed with asbestosis.
30
 In  
Bangladesh it is believed to be 12%. The number could be even higher, but the lack of  
medical records and incomplete work history, could lead to misdiagnosis. Around  
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100,000 workers die each year of illnesses related to asbestos.
31
 
 A ship built before the 1970s, can contain about 7,000kg of asbestos. At a  
ship-breaking yard, there are different jobs (cutters, managers, fitters, cable pullers,  
loaders, and oil groups) and not all of them are exposed to asbestos the same way. Cutters  
and fitters had been thought to be at a higher risk because they work mostly inside the  
ships. However, a study of 104 individuals by the University of British Columbia and the  
Bangladesh Medical Council, found that loaders and cable pullers had asbestosis  
symptoms. Furthermore, respiratory symptoms were also found in workers at the beach in  
addition to those in closer contact with the vessels. 
 In 1995, the environmental consequences of shipbreaking were starting to surface  
and a reporter from the Baltimore Sun, Will Englund investigated the scrapping of the  
USS Coral Sea in Baltimore, Maryland. His efforts, along with his co-worker Gary Cohn,  
won them a Pulitzer Prize in 1998. Kerry Ellis, the ship-breaker owner, was convicted  
under the Clean Air and Clean Water Acts and died in prison in 2000.
32
 Among his  
crimes were polluting the Patapsco river with oil and debris, and the unsafe disposal  
of asbestos.  
The reporters also investigated ship-breaking activities in Brownsville, Texas,  
which can be compared to those in South Asia. Brownsville is an area where in the  
1990s, had the highest percentage of people living below the poverty line in the United  
States.
33
 Illnesses related to shipbreaking were prevalent in the area, not only in people  
within close contact with the ships, but their families too. The Environmental Protection  
Agency regulated PCBs but this area was rarely visited by an inspector. The ship-breaker  
owners profited and took advantage from the fact that the area was near the border with  
Mexico and employed migrant workers that not only did not know their rights, but didn’t  
understand English sufficiently to be able to defend themselves.  
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Reading about ship breaking in the United States in the 1990s reminds me so  
much of what South Asia suffers today. The Brownsville situation was very similar to  
that of Alang and Chittagong now, where ship-breaker owners take advantage of people  
that are in desperate need of work and many are migrants. These people are usually not  
aware of the dangers they are exposed to or what they need in order to be protected. 
 In order to safely handle asbestos, workers need specific equipment such as  
respirators.
34
 Exposure to asbestos causes harm that is not necessarily immediate. The  
effects can be long term. Therefore, workers exposed probably wouldn’t be able to seek  
medical help fast enough. Asbestos is mostly found in the insulation of ships, which is  
removed and sold. It can also be found in pipes and boilers. Another toxic material, lead,  
is found on the paint all over the hull. 
 The workers in South Asia face everyday dangers in their jobs. They risk being  
victims in an accident that could deprive them of a limb or worse, their life. They are  
constantly exposed to toxic fumes and cancerous materials. They work with flammable  
gases that can cause an explosion at any time specially if no inspection has taken place.  
They also go home after work to unsanitary conditions in which many workers share the  
same shed. There is rarely any clean water during work hours, and the little money they  
make is sent to their families in order to survive. 
 Scrapping a ship in South Asia, does not come with a manual.
35
 There is no plan  
for how the work is going to be done. When the ship arrives, and the cutting begins,  
workers have to improvise on what is the best way to start. Doing the first cut is always a  
risk. 
 The predicament of the workers is complicated. They tolerate their work without  
complaints afraid that if they do, they would lose their job. Most are unaware of their  
rights and the laws and conventions created to protect them. All of them do know the  
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Conventions, Organizations, and Laws Regarding Shipbreaking 
 
 During the last two decades, shipbreaking has been under larger scrutiny with  
several organizations paying greater attention to the environmental effects. Some  
organizations have also considered the human rights issues, since word on accidents at  
the yards has gotten out and reporters have contributed to spreading this information on  
violations. The work of these organizations directly relates to my thesis arguments on the  
environmental effects of shipbreaking and the stress the industry places on workers’  
rights.  
The main organization that has focused on issues related to worker’s rights is the  
International Labor Organization and the two most important conventions concerning  
shipbreaking are the Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of  
Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal and the Hong Kong International Convention for  
the Safe and Environmentally Sound Recycling of Ships. The International Maritime  
Organization is also important to mention because it broadly covers everything related to  
shipping and the sea. Lastly, the most influential NGO in shipbreaking that has actively  
sought compliance is Greenpeace. 
After the Baltimore Sun reporters mentioned in the previous chapter completed  
and released their investigation, efforts to shed light on the hazardous issues in the  
ship-breaking industry continued. In 1999, the Global Ship Scrapping Summit took place  
in Amsterdam.
36
 It was held by Mare Forum and hosted by Lloyd’s of London Register’s  
Chief Ship Surveyor. The main purpose of this gathering, was to raise awareness of the  
problems in the ship-breaking industry, while bringing together the most influential  
people in the business. 
 While the Summit was an interesting event, I do not believe it produced any  
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significant change. In order to bring change, people from outside the industry with no  
particular monetary interests, are the ones who should be able to make the respective  
decisions. That is why it is so important when countries, not companies, gather together  
to sign a convention. However, a dialogue with interested parties and companies is  
essential in order to foster compliance. 
The Basel Convention was adopted on March 21, 1989 and entered into force on  
May 4, 1992. Currently there are only 53 signatory parties to the convention.
37
 On  
September 22, 1985, the Ban Amendment to the convention was adopted and it has not  
entered into force yet. While India and Bangladesh are parties to the Basel Convention,  
neither Bangladesh nor India has joined the Ban Amendment even though India is a  
signatory party. The Ban Amendment, which constitutes Annex VII of the convention,  
forbids parties in Annex VII to transfer wastes to parties not part of Annex VII. Annex  
VII was added because some countries felt that the convention needed to be more specific  
in order to protect less developed countries. 
 The Basel Convention does not explicitly mention shipbreaking. It mostly  
focuses on general toxic wastes and rarely mentions specific industries that produce those  
wastes. However, in several occasions, it does mention toxic wastes that are in ships  
destined for scrapping. It also indicates in the Preamble that the parties to the convention  
are “aware of the risk of damage to human health and the environment caused by  
hazardous wastes...,” are “mindful of the growing threat to human health and the  
environment posed by the increased generation and complexity, and transboundary  
movement of hazardous wastes,” and are “convinced that hazardous wastes and other  
wastes should, as far as is compatible with environmentally sound and efficient  
management, be disposed of in the State where they were generated.”38 
 The Preamble, having disclosed particular concerns that are the main  
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controversies present in ship breaking, indirectly targets the waste recycling industries  
which are thriving in South Asia. The concerns raised by the treaty are in line with my  
argument on environmental hazards created by the ship-breaking industry. 
 There are other instances in which the Basel Convention relates to shipbreaking.  
In Article 4, the Convention calls for the accessibility of competent disposal facilities that  
are friendly to the environment, and if possible, in the same country where the waste  
originated. Also, it dictates that the people involved in the disposal of those wastes, are  
aware of the proper procedures to get rid of those wastes with the least possible harm to  
the environment. Article 9 forbids dumping and describes it as illegal trafficking. Article  
15 promotes the preservation of the marine environment. Finally, in Annex I, the specific  
hazardous materials found in ships are discussed. Those materials mentioned are:  
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), lead, and asbestos. 
The Basel Convention has proven to be successful in diminishing the transfer of  
waste. One example happened in 1999 when a Japanese company left behind hazardous  
wastes in the Philippines mislabeling the contents. When the Philippines’ government  
complained, Japan removed the wastes in accordance with the Basel Convention.
39
 Here  
we see how a developed country is willing to comply with legally binding treaties.  
However, when the transfer happens between two developing countries, that is when  
issues arise since many developing countries are not signatory parties. The Basel  
Convention has also been successful in implementing centers to teach in the proper  
disposal of wastes.
40
 This demonstrates that improvements can take place if there is the  
will by states to do so. 
 Apart from countries involved in the Convention, there has been an NGO that has  
actively been involved in overseeing the environmental and human rights aspects of  
shipbreaking. Greenpeace has been successful in uncovering many cases in which toxic  
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waste was about to be dumped illegally or had already been dumped.  
                   
Greenpeace activists aboard the Clemenceau                                                                                                              
Photograph by Greenpeace 
For example, since 2003, France had been trying to dispose of the aircraft carrier  
Clemenceau. They attempted to send it to India for scrapping and had been unsuccessful.  
Greenpeace activists boarded the ship and in 2006, it was ordered to return to France.  
Following the great deal of attention that the vessel received, India admitted publicly that  
they did not want the vessel.
41
 Another example of Greenpeace activity in India was in  
2005. There were plans to build a ship-breaking yard in Andhra Pardesh that would  
severely affect a mangrove forest.
42




 Greenpeace has also been successful in discovering illegal transfers of wastes. In  
2004, England was publicly declining to dismantle a United States Navy fleet. However,  
there was a British company that was sending its ships to be scrapped in Alang.  
Greenpeace was in Alang at that time with their former activism vessel used for their  
protests, the Rainbow Warrior, and discovered and denounced this shipbreaking as a  
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 Greenpeace was also successful in 1995 in stopping Shell from sinking an oil  
platform in the Atlantic. This incident received great attention from the press, and the  
platform was eventually scrapped instead.
45
 
India is a massive culprit when it comes to harboring toxic scrap such as waste  
containing PVC and scrap metal. India has signed the Basel Convention but it is lenient  
on metals containing lead. 
 It was not until 2004, at the seventh meeting of the parties to the Basel  
Convention that the parties agreed on referring to ships as waste in accordance with  
Article 2. This is when the International Maritime Organization created the International  
Conference on the Safe and Environmentally Sound Recycling of ships. This conference  
resulted in the adoption of the Hong Kong International Convention for the Safe and  
Environmentally Sound Recycling of Ships in May 19, 2009. 
 The Hong Kong Convention promotes the implementation and use of newer  
technologies and techniques to attempt to build more environmentally safe vessels and to  
train personnel in the proper inspection method to dismantle ships. In Article 13, the  
convention explains that parties should cooperate with other parties and aid them in order  
to properly implement the convention in terms of research, equipment, facilities, and  
development programs. 
 The Hong Kong Convention also provides rules for the ship-breaking yards. In  
Regulation 8, oil tankers have to be “safe for entry” and “safe for hot work” certified. A  
ship that is safe for entry is one that has already been cleaned of toxic substances, and a  
ship that is safe for hot work, is a ship that has been cleared of gases that could  
potentially cause an explosion when exposed to hot torches. The yard must also have a  
plan for the scrapping of each ship. 
 The main issues with this convention are those specified in Article 3. It utterly  
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concerns me that this convention does not apply to warships or naval vessels. It also does  
not apply to vessels that spend their entire career in the waters of its flag state. This  
means that a considerable number of ships will be able to avoid the guidelines in the  
convention. This adds to my argument that these agreements, while going in the right  
direction, are still insufficient. 
 Richer countries have also taken advantage of poorer ones in order to avoid  
international scrutiny. They have used “flags of convenience” to avoid the higher fees  
related to shipping and providing a suitable and safe environment for crews.
46
 A flag of  
convenience, is when a ship belonging to a company of one country is registered under  
another country. When the vessels reach the scrap yard, it is commonly unclear who the  
previous owner was. It is hard to trace an owner that could have potentially hid behind a  
poorer country that has extremely flexible policies, lacks regulations, and operates under  
an open registry that allows anyone to register a ship. 
 The most frequent flag of convenience countries are Liberia, Panama, Malta, and  
the Marshall Islands. By registering a ship under the flag of one of these countries, a ship  
owner avoids considerable of responsibilities. It is also convenient for the flag country.  
For example, Liberia has been under a serious economic crisis surrounding the Ebola  




 The International Labor Organization has criticized the use of flags of  
convenience. There have been cases in which crews have been abandoned at ports and  
cases in which the crews have not been paid for months.
48
 In 1999, more than once,  
crews were abandoned in Bangladesh. The crews of the MN Terpsichore and that of the  
MN Ocean Wave, were abandoned in Mongla with severe illnesses and malnourishment.  
Both vessels were flying flags of convenience.
49
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Flags of convenience have also played an important role in the prevalence of  
crime in the high seas and in piracy.
50
 Vessels have been hijacked, the original crews  
murdered or disappeared, and sub sequentially, the original vessel never seen again. It is  
as simple as painting a different name and registering it at a flag of convenience country.  
The EU forbids the breaking of ships carrying their flags to be scrapped in deplorable  
conditions such as the ones in South Asia.
51
 However, since it is easy to change owners  
and flag registers, European ships have ultimately ended in South Asia for recycling. 
 One of the main issues in the working conditions in Bangladesh is that there is no  
contract signed when a laborer starts working at the yard. In addition, child labor is  
common.
52
 Furthermore, there are no unions in Bangladesh to protect the rights of the  
workers.
53
 In 2009, the High Court of Bangladesh instructed the Department of  
Environment to close yards without “environmental clearance”.54 None of the thirty-six  
yards in Chittagong were working with acceptable environmental standards.  
 In India, under the National Laws on Labor, Social Security and Related Human  
Rights of the International Labor Organization, The Factories Act applies. This Act,  
created in 1948, and amended in 1987, sets regulations for safety, health, welfare,  
working hours, wages, hazardous processes, and inspections.
55
 The Factories Act also  
forbids the employment of children under fourteen. According to the Constitution of  
India, trade unions are allowed to be formed, contrary to Bangladesh. India has trade  
unions that have significantly contributed in avoiding toxic exports. Some of these unions  
that have publicly campaigned against the hazards in ship breaking are the All India  
Trade Union Congress, Hind Mazdoor Sabha, and the Centre of Indian Trade Unions.
56
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 Aside from The Factories Act, the International Labor Organization has also  
released a pioneering set of guidelines in 2004 as part of their Decent Work Agenda.  
These guidelines are called “Safety and Health in Shipbreaking Guidelines for Asian  
Countries and Turkey.” With these guidelines, the International Labor Organization  
aspires to promote safety in South Asia and improve the working conditions.
57
 The  
guidelines include tables that the ship-breaker owners should utilize to inspect the ships  
and to record where in the ship has a toxic substance been found. 
 In 2014, there were twenty-three reported deaths and sixty-six injuries in the  
ship-breaking industry in South Asia.
58
 Some of the primary culprits of these deaths are  
the multinational companies that contribute by selling their vessels and supporting this  
deplorable industry. The companies that are known to be sending the largest amount of  
vessels to be dismantled in South Asia are: Ernst Komrowski, Hanjin Shipping Company,  
MSC, Petrobas, Conti, Danaos, G-Bulk, Ignazio Messina, TBS International, MOL, Yang  
Ming, and Pacific International.
59
 Judging by the countries where these companies are  
from, we can conclude that the countries that send the most vessels to South Asia are:  
Germany, South Korea, Switzerland, Brazil, Greece, Italy, the United States, Japan,  
Taiwan, and Singapore. 
 It is clear that these companies have the economical means and power to lobby  
and avoid the negative publicity and consequences that their recycling of ships in South  
Asia can cause. However, on December 2013, the European Union passed a regulation  
that forbids vessels flying European flags to be scrapped in facilities that use beaching. In  
2014, ships with European flags were still being dismantled in South Asia.  
Many multinational companies have publicly claimed that they do not support  
shipbreaking in South Asia and that they are doing everything possible to avoid sending  
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their end of life vessels there. Maersk is an example of a European shipping giant that  
does not dismantle their ships in South Asia.
60
 Hapag-Lloyd is another container  
company that is moving its dismantling operations to China.
61
 Related to my argument,  
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 Bangladesh is a relatively new country located to the east of India. Even though it  
was formed recently, it is in an area rich in ancient history and culture. It was part of the  
British Indian Empire until 1947 and then became part of what was the Dominion of  
Pakistan until its independence in 1971. It is one of the poorest countries in the world  
with a per capita GDP of $1,171.
62
 
 During World War II, Bangladesh, then Bengal, greatly suffered attacks and  
famine. After the British separation, cultural and language differences caused tensions  
with Pakistan. These tensions resulted in a violent war that killed hundreds of thousands  
of people in considerably one of the most atrocious genocides in recent years.
63
 
 In early 1990s, after two decades of uncertainty, a progressive parliamentary  
democracy was established, paying great attention to gender equality with a female prime  
minister. 
 Today, Bangladesh holds a strong relationship with the international community  
and provides troops to peacekeeping operations for the United Nations. It is also part of  
the Next Eleven. These are countries that are growing economically at a rapid pace and  
constitute 7% of the economy of the world.
64
 
 Even though there are ambitious predictions for Bangladesh’s future, it has a  
serious overpopulation crisis that contributes to its pollution issues since the great  
majority of the people live in densely populated cities. The overpopulation argument is  
further worsened by climate change, which has brought devastating floods to the region. 
 Bangladesh has seven regions: Rangpur, Rajshahi, Dhaka (the capital), Sylhet,  
Khulna, Barisal, and Chittagong. The Chittagong division is the second most populated  
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region with a population of 28,423,019.
65
 In Chittagong, the Chittagong District has a  
population of around 7 million and it is the most important port of the country. This port  
is crucial for trade. 
 
 
A map of Chittagong within Bangladesh.                                                                                                                                     
Map property of http://www.mapsoftheworld.com 
 Since Chittagong is a very busy port, industries relating to shipping are thriving.  
Shipbuilding, ship breaking, and steel making are some of the most important industries  
there today. 
 During the 1960s, Chittagong was hit by a devastating cyclone that left the MD  
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Alpine ship naturally beached.
66
 It was deemed impossible to return it to the water, so it  
spent years on the beach and was consequently looted. After the conflict with Pakistan  
ended in 1971, many ships used in the war were left stranded in the Bay of Bengal. A  
Pakistani ship that had been damaged during the war, the Al Abbas, was the first to be  
scrapped in 1975. After these two incidents, visionary people saw the opportunity to  
invest in this new industry in the area.  
Today, around 200,000 people work in the ship-breaking yards in Chittagong  
including children. There are many reasons why children would come to work at the  
yards. Some come from families with many siblings and no father figure and must  
provide for their younger relatives. Others come to the yards following older family  
members, or are children who previously had safer jobs in agriculture at their villages,  
but after floods destroyed the crops, lost everything. There are cases of boys that have  




The yards in Chittagong are overseen by the Bangladesh Shipbreakers  
Association, who is supposed to guarantee that laws and regulations are complied with in  
the industry. Because the industry is riddled with corruption, there is always a way to  
impede the less powerful from gaining the respect and rights human beings deserve. 
If work at the yards is dangerous for adults, it is much more so for children who  
are not as strong nor fully developed. Another factor that has lured children to the yards  
are NGO loans. NGOs have been offering loans to families in need that have no way of  
paying them back. By using the ideal of microfinance, many NGOs have sold the dream  
of becoming economically independent to poor Muslim women by attracting them  
through small loans.
68
 With most of the population illiterate, children work instead of  
studying and this does not improve their situation. 
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Child workers at Chittagong                                                                                                                                         
Photograph by Mike Hettwer for National Geographic. 
  
Sadly, not enough attention has been given to child labor in ship-breaking yards.  
UNICEF for example, does not mention ship breaking as an industry that employs  
children. Estimates conclude that about 25% of workers at the ship-breaking yards are  
children.
69
 Education is only enforced by law until grade eight, so if they have to choose  
between receiving an education or working to survive, the choice is simple.
 70
   
When looking at a large array of pictures from the yards at Chittagong, it is clear  
that the figures are right. Too many of the people seen in the pictures are clearly too  
young to be working. In fact, Bangladesh is a signatory on the Convention of the Rights  
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of the Child. However, these children are known to lie about their ages in order to  
guarantee employment, and the ship breaker owners do not pay attention as long as there  
is someone to get the work done cheaply. Children do not make the same amount that  
adults make and adults already earn a non-ethical salary of about $1-2 a day. It is  
convenient for the ship-breaker owners because not only are they being employed at a  
subpar salary, but since there is no contract signed, if an inspector comes, the owner can  
is not held accountable. In order for a ship-breaker owner to gather more workers, a  
recruiter is sent to impoverished villages to scout. He earns an average of $350 a month  
to bring more workers to the industry.
71
 
 According to a World Bank report, Bangladesh is in dire need of better  
infrastructure in order to improve the conditions of the roads that lead in and out of the  
yards. Moreover, changes in the way that toxic wastes are disposed of and stored in the  
premises of the yards are crucial.
72
 
 Most of the steel used in Bangladesh, is produced by scrapping ships. This means  
that the industry does have the potential to become a green industry because it produces  
new materials from recycling. Since Bangladesh has been phasing out the industry in  
other countries such as in China in the last decade due to the rising costs, Bangladesh is  
expected to have gradual increase in pollution as the industry grows in the next decade. 
 This is a highly profitable industry worth $1bn.
73
 Because so much money is  
involved, there is also great room for corruption. The Bangladesh Shipbreaking  
Association claims to be aware of the environmental and safety issues. However,  
accidents do not seem to cease and the yards have received increased media coverage in  
the last few years due to accidents that could have been avoided. So the yards have  
become more strict in who they allow to enter. 
 A common threat at the yards is inhalation of toxic fumes. Recent accidents such  
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as that in April 2014, where four workers died of inhaling carbon monoxide, contribute to  
the average of two deaths a month every year in Chittagong.
74
 According to a report of  
accidents, fifteen workers died in 2012.
75
 The work hours are also a concern. A typical  
work day consists of twelve to six-teen hours.  
 A major safety concern in Chittagong is that there are no ambulances available in  
the area to respond to injuries in the stretch of the yards.
76
  It would take a long time for  
an ambulance to reach the nearest hospital. This is unfavorable since there is a huge  
amount of people that need medical care for accidents in the yards. Greenpeace did  
donate their vessel the Rainbow Warrior, which was converted into a traveling hospital  
ship and has been anchored in Chittagong.
77
 
In Chittagong, the tools employed are rudimentary. Only blowtorches, winches,  
and bare hands are used. Workers have been known to create their own methods by using  
live animals to test the air for gases. The method of beaching ships used in Chittagong is  
also rudimentary since it does not require machineries. This method consists of driving a  
ship at full force toward land, which is conveniently performed in the area because of the  
advantage of high tides. Once the ship is beached and inspected, the workers perform a  
cultural ritual of sacrificing a goat on the deck before work begins. Aside from the  
rudimentary tools, the workers have no physical protection. They do not wear boots nor  




 The ship-breaker owners in Chittagong have continuously defended their industry.  
They claim that if they did not provide these jobs for the people, they would die of  
hunger. They do not believe that they are breaking any laws, on the contrary, they believe  
that they are doing a beneficial duty to their country and to their community. Some of  
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them have very humble beginnings and seized the opportunity to grow and expand. Such  
as the owner of PHP.
79
 PHP is one of the largest conglomerates in Bangladesh that not  
only owns ship-breaking yards, but also owns steel rerolling mills and other industries  
related to construction. 
 This chapter supports my argument by explaining the dangers and conditions at  
the Chittagong yards. It also proves the presence of child labor in shipbreaking and the  




















                                                        





 India, as well as Bangladesh, is a country rich in ancient history. Many important  
civilizations have called the territory their home. Since the war against Pakistan, India  
and Bangladesh have remained close allies. India gained its independence from British  
Colonial rule in 1947 but the poverty and instability surrounding the post-colonial era,  
has lingered until the present day. 
 India has one of the largest populations in the world with 1,210,193,422 habitants.  
It is divided into twenty-nine states and seven union territories. The states in India are:  
Andhra Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Goa, Gujarat, Haryana,  
Himachal Pradesh, Jammu & Kashmir, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh,  
Maharashtra, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Odisha, Punjab, Rajasthan,  
 
                         
Alang within the state of Gujarat, India.                                                                                                                                       
Map from the BBC80 
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Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Telangana, Tripura, Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, and West Bengal. 
The seven union territories are: Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Chandigarh, The  




The state of Gujarat was created in 1960 and has a population of 60,383,628. In  
the state of Gujarat, there is a very small and industrial town called Alang. According to  
the 2011 census, Alang had a population of 8,309.
82
 Alang is the location where about  
half of the dangerous ship dismantling activities in the world take place. Ironically,  
Gujarat is the birthplace of Ghandi, the most recognized figure in human rights who  
supported India’s independence from Britain, and advocated for better conditions for the  
poor. 
 Ship recycling was practiced in other parts of India such as in Mumbai since  
1912.
83
 The industry was later on established in Alang taking into consideration strategic  
geographic factors that would support the industry. Shipbreaking at Alang started in the  
1980s with the dismantling of an aging Russian fleet.
84
 By 1983, twenty-two ship-breaker  
owners scrapped five ships and by 1984 the number grew to fifty-one.
85
 In 1983, the MV  
Kota Tenjong was beached at Alang as the first pillar to build the enterprise. 
 In India, most of the population is very religious and in Alang, they have a temple  
to pray near the yards. There is a religious ritual performed before the scrapping begins.  
The workers perform a prayer to Lord Ganesh, the elephant god.
86
 They are aware of the  
dangers that they are exposed to. 
 In Alang there has been several recorded accidents recently. In October 7, 2012,  
an explosion in the ship Union Brave killed a reported six people although it is common  
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to report less than the actual number. To further attest to the fact that the work at Alang is  
unsafe and dangerous, in June 28, 2014 five workers perished as victims of a gas  
explosion while working at the ship Perin.
87
 Other examples of reported major accidents,  
were in 1997 when forty workers perished in an explosion and in 1998 when twenty-one  
also died in an explosion. 
 In 2012, the Gujarat Maritime Board commissioned the installment of the services  
of 108 ambulances for Alang.
88
 However, in 2014 these services were still not in motion.  
Alang still only has a small Red Cross hospital and a private practice doctor. Neither is  
equipped to treat potentially deadly injuries and both the doctor and hospital are only able  
to treat minor non-emergencies which is not always the case with accidents at the yards.  
There is only one ambulance available and it would take hours for a patient to reach a  
proper hospital. 
Aside from recent attention to accidents in Alang, attention was also given to the  
area when recently the former infamous Exxon Valdez, now the Oriental Nicety at the end  
of its sea life, was scrapped in Alang. Because of the controversy surrounding its past,  
other countries refused to take the ship for scrapping. 
 The latest developments in shipbreaking at Alang show that there are plans in  
motion for a partnership between some of the largest shipping companies in Japan and  
officials from Gujarat, to improve the ship-breaking yards in Alang and convert them into  
a fully compliant enterprise. Some of the companies involved are Kawasaki, Mitsubishi,  
and Nippon. These companies are part of the Japan Ship-Owner’s Association. Japan  
plans to invest millions in these plans.
89
 
 Even though four of the yards in Alang have already improved their technology to  
become compliant with international standards, the Japanese face concerns expressed by  
the NGO Shipbreaking Platform. The improvements to those four yards do not address  
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the root of the situation. The NGO Shipbreaking Platform is particularly concerned about  
the fact that the dismantling still takes place in the inter-tidal zones and the beaching  
method is still being employed.
90
 Shipbreaking Platform is also concerned about the  
working conditions. 
 
             
Here we can take a glimpse at the vast pollution on the inter-tidal zone.                                                                       
Photo property of Greenpeace. 
 
The workers are paid the equivalent of around $1.50 to $2.50 a day. The living  
conditions of the workers are terrible and dreadful. There are only six toilets and twelve  
showers available for around 35,000 workers -possibly even more- because migrants are  
frequently unaccounted for.
91
 There are plans to build proper housing for the workers  
which is under construction and not expected until late 2015. 
 The Ship Recycling Industries Association defends shipbreaking at Alang, noting  
the geographical factors as advantages that according to them, protect the environment.  
They claim that because the beach is sandy, hazardous waste floats instead of being  
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absorbed by the ground. They also claim that because the communities that live nearby  
are farmers with no cattle and no fishermen, it is convenient for the industry to flourish  
without ceding the grounds or waters to them.
92
  
 Ship-breaker owners take risks too but their risks are only monetary. They blindly  
buy vessels for scrapping and not all of them will be in optimal conditions. Some of them  
will even cause losses and will not render profits. 
 In this chapter I have shown how the conditions at Alang resemble those at  
Chittagong but also have their differences. Even though they are small, Alang has the  
services of clinics. Furthermore, Alang does not employ children. I have proved that the  
conditions at both yards in regards to the environment are poor and the living conditions  
















                                                        





I have found extensive evidence that shows that ship recycling in South Asia is  
dangerous and environmentally unsafe. I have proven the environmental effects that oil  
spills have on the water sources and have proven that many accidents at the yards cause  
deaths. The yards as they are at the moment, are not a safe atmosphere for adults or  
children and pollute the environment. 
 When comparing both countries, I have found that the yards at Alang are more  
compliant with international regulations in terms of medical facilities in the area and the  
fact that there is no child labor. Chittagong on the other hand, lacks medical facilities and  
employs children.  
One of the primary reasons why I started this investigation was to shed light on  
the obscure and frequently ignored issue of ship breaking. However, the chances of most  
ships eventually reaching a ship-breaking yard in South Asia are extremely high. 
 India’s officials have been known to recently deny entry on several occasions to  
vessels that are thought to contain hazardous materials. Could this be the result of a  
successful informational campaign? Nevertheless, most ships filled with toxic substances  
do gain entry and are scrapped silently with no complaints even though the media may  
shed light on hazardous conditions of one or two ships at the scrapping yards. 
 The recycling of ships in general is a good idea and could be good for the  
environment if handled properly. 
 Currently there are Japanese companies that are willing to invest in yards in India.  
This is a perfect opportunity to invest in infrastructure. In India as well as in Bangladesh,  
one of the biggest issues that impedes the yards from becoming environmentally  
favorable is the lack of infrastructure. Ships are still being driven to the beach using the  
beaching method. We have seen how this technique is detrimental to the environment,  
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destroys the natural beach, and contributes to pollution. If the investments in  
infrastructure take place, proper ground facilities to dismantle ships on the ground in  
drydocks –the same way they are built- can be developed. These facilities are already  
available at shipbuilding yards. The installation of channels and platforms are crucial to  
position the vessels into drydocks. This way, toxic materials will rarely be in contact with  
the water and can more easily be contained. Both yards need to invest in machinery such  
as cranes to aid the workers with the lifting of heavy planks which is done by hand. 
 Aside from the environmental issues, we have seen how the conditions at the  
yards also affect the workers. Explosions seem to be the most common cause of death at  
the yards. In order to minimize them or to avoid them altogether, vessels entering the  
country have to be thoroughly cleaned and inspected with tools to detect gas by a  
certified and trained inspector. 
 The deaths at the yards have become the norm and the ship-breaker owners have  
not been convicted. The governments of Bangladesh and India should consider these  
deaths crimes and hold the owners responsible for not providing a safe work  
environment. The salaries, though in accordance to the countries economies, are equal to  
those in the United States during the 1940s in similar jobs. However, the ship-breaker  
owners pay millions of dollars for a tanker meaning that there are great sums of liquidity  
in this business and salaries could be higher. 
 The governments of each country involved should also order the ship-breaker  
owners to clean their respective plots after each ship has been dismantled and the  
government should commission an agency to be in charge of inspecting the yards to make  
sure that after each ship is completely scrapped, fragments that were of no use are not left  
floating on the water or lying in the mud like I have discovered in many photographs. 
 Asbestos containing materials should be prohibited past the gates of the respective  
yards for commercial use. These materials need to be disposed of by a waste management  
firm. Ship-breaker owners should also be instructed in the dangers and consequences that  
 56 
these materials have to human health. 
 I understand that not all ship-breaker owners gain the same profit and not all of  
them are on the same budget, but the minimum they can do for their employees is to  
provide them with protective gear that at least includes boots, gloves, and hard hats. For  
those working with torches, masks should be provided as well. A non-profit in the West  
could be started in order to collect donations that go exclusively toward providing yards  
with this equipment. The yard does not have to give it to every individual for them to  
keep and take home but should make it available for them to wear while they are on their  
work shift and return it when they are done. Someone should be in charge of sanitizing  
this equipment regularly. 
 There are international laws that require proper labor standards such as the  
“Safety and Health in Shipbreaking Guidelines for Asian Countries and Turkey” of the  
International Labor Organization. These guidelines I have found to be the most  
comprehensive in addressing most of the issues that the workers are exposed to at the  
Chittagong and Alang yards. These guidelines specify the hazardous materials that can be  
found in end of life vessels and provide instructions for the ship-breaker owners to  
properly handle them. They also include safety measures for the ship-breaker owners to  
provide for the workers. 
 Clean water is also a major issue at the yards. Water stations should be installed in  
each yard for drinking and washing. Since the workers will be exposed to toxic materials,  
according to labor laws they should be entitled to is clean water to wash their hands and  
drink. 
 In regards to child labor in Chittagong, childhood education is required under  
international law in The Convention on the Rights of the Child and should be a  
constitutional right until the equivalent of a high school diploma. Everyone who starts to  
work at the yards should be able to show a proof of date of birth and children under the  
age of fourteen should be denied employment and entry. Children over fourteen should  
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only be allowed to work at the yards for half a normal day shift, provided that they are  
able to attend school as well. 
 The issue of “flags of convenience” needs to also be addressed. I have shown how  
when a ship reaches a yard in South Asia, it is hard to track its former owners since it  
changes owner and port of registry easily and commonly many times before reaching the  
yards. One solution to this issue could be to make invalid the registries of the flag of  
convenience countries until it is proven that they can carry proper inspections of their  
ships. The process to register a ship should be lengthy and should include in person  
inspections. The flag of convenience country should be held responsible for that ship in  
terms of accidents and conditions of the crew. 
 Finally, the more attention that the conditions at the yards receive, the more  
people are going to be aware of the issues and most likely this will cause the government  
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